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For exceptional people, the secret is, “There is no secret.” 
  

In the 1970’s there was a cult book about distance running, read over and over by high-school and college 
runners with dreams, called Once a Runner.  Its hero, a college miler in Florida, begins as a guy having fun 
with his friends on the track team, and ends as a lonely, driven Olympian, having sacrificed his college 
career, degree and girlfriend to his quest to run the mile faster than anyone else.  His former pals, anxious 
to learn “the secret” of his training methods, ask him what it is.  Giving them a hollow-eyed look with 
thousands of lonely training miles behind it, he answers:  “The secret is, there is no secret.  There’s only 
work, and the willingness to endure.” 
  
There are also the genuinely exceptional people who know that, and are willing to endure:  to drive ahead 
toward a sometimes impossible-seeming goal, shaking off the many setbacks along the way, and paying 
any price required to reach the goal.  The business of investing attracts an overwhelming number of 
genuinely clever people who nevertheless, in Outlook’s experience, very rarely appear to recognize the 
extraordinary value of “exceptional people” in running the companies whose stocks they regard as objects 
for clever analysis . . . objects which contain some “secret” which, if figured out, will let the clever crowd 
make a lot of money fairly quickly.   
  
At Outlook, on the other hand, we try very hard to understand the qualities of the CEO’s and other leaders 
of the companies we own.  A few decades has taught us that recognizing such leaders cannot be done in 
a quarter or a year.  It can only be done over a longer time, watching them handle hard problems, making 
a few mistakes but mostly “getting it right.” 
  

 
  

A few days ago Ernie Maddock, the Chief Financial Officer at Micron Technology, gave a talk to a crowd of 
analysts.   Mr. Maddock was hired by Micron only a couple of years ago . . . but Outlook’s regard for him 
has been rising steadily with each encounter.  The picture above gives us 30 years of Micron:  stock price 
in blue, operating cash flow in orange.  The stock has been an extreme roller coaster, because Micron’s 



business—memory chips—has been one of the sharpest roller coaster industries in the world.  It’s the 
kind of business which tests people to their limits, with the vicious cycle of memory prices being 
“uncontrollable” but capable of putting any company into bankruptcy, if its leaders aren’t quite good 
enough.  It has done exactly that with a dozen significant memory makers, in the past 20 years.   
  
At Outlook we began paying attention to Micron a few years ago, as some profound changes began to 
take place in the industry, and in Micron itself.  Bankruptcies weeded out all but 3 or 4 big players, with 
Micron generally # 2 to giant Samsung.  That sharply cut the likelihood of the suicidal over-production 
which had killed so many companies in the past.  More interesting was new technology.  Memory chips 
were getting more powerful and more differentiated to special uses, from cell phones to autonomous 
cars.  So they were getting costlier to make, which almost guaranteed that the Big Three (Micron, Samsung 
and Hynix) would stay on top in the future.  Most important by far, within Micron itself, CEO Mark Durcan 
and Mr. Maddock looked to Outlook as if they had a perfectly clear, achievable plan for the next several 
years, which would bring Micron’s factory technology and cost structure down near (or even better than) 
Samsung’s, and which would place Micron at or near the lead in the fairly revolutionary new memory 
products likely to make a big splash in 2016 – 2020.   
  
The most basic “fact of life” for manufacturing companies is called “operating leverage.”  It means that 
when sales and factory production fall, big fixed costs mean the manufacturer’s profits fall, hard.  But 
when sales rise, profits go up like a rocket—like the stock price.  Waiting for such a turnaround to happen 
is one of the more trying things an investor can do . . . but when exceptional people run a manufacturing 
company, the turnarounds do happen, and the rewards to us investors often go well beyond our 
daydreams.   
  
Mr. Maddock’s talk, this week, fit his personality:  calm; total mastery of detail; clear explanation of 
Micron’s plan and this year’s progress toward it.  It is now a certainty, not a possibility, that Micron’s 
factory production costs will fall 20% to 40% over the next few years.  It is a certainty that Micron will be 
in the global lead, or close enough to it, with respect to those upcoming revolutionary memory products, 
that it will take its share of the major rewards from those products.  Finally, it’s a certainty that the 
“uncontrollable” part of Micron’s business—global memory price cycles—will do what they’ve always 
done:  turn sharply up, after hitting bottom.  It’s not a certainty that they’ve hit bottom . . . but as Mr. 
Maddock said, carefully, there’s a growing amount of evidence to back up that view.   
  
And those things add up to the “secret” of investing, as far as Outlook is concerned.  “Understand the 
companies you own, and their leaders.  Show the same kind of patience and determination to stick to the 
course that those leaders show.  Take advantage of a stock market which amounts to a giant crowd of 
clever people who never have such patience and determination.” 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss. 
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